CitySync Relay Card

DATA SHEET

Datasheet

Input/Output device to link to CitySync software.

KEY FEATURES
Sends relay outputs to external devices

ware

Accepts inputs to trigger or mark reads
Fits into any full-height PCI slot
Fully compatible with CitySync software
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The JGIO-30 relay card is fully tested with the CitySync
software providing a stable and reliable interface to third
party devices.
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Cabinet alarms
The JGIO-30 relay card has also been
used to link cabinet alarms to ANPR
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roadside
PCs inside. When used with
the CitySync software, the input will
trigger a plate event to be sent to a

systems, changing the lights to green to help, for example,
emergency service vehicles.
Alternatively, the CitySync ANPR system can receive an
input, through the JGIO-30, when the traffic light turns red.
If a vehicle is captured by the ANPR system while the
contact is closed and the light is red, the CitySync software
can raise an alarm and mark the vehicle as a relay event.
Cabinet alarms
The JGIO-30 relay card has also been used to link cabinet
alarms to ANPR roadside PCs inside. When used with the
CitySync software, the input will trigger a plate event to be
sent to a Police Back Office, like CitySync Safety. This generated plate event quickly informs the Police the cabinet is
open so they can intercept any unwanted access to the
system and data.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Relay outputs

8 channels

Output Contact Rating

AC: 120 V @ 0.5 A
DC: 24 V @ 1 A

Output Breakdown Voltage

1000 VRMS

Output Contact resistance

100 metres

Output Relay ON / OFF time

Operate — 8 ms
Release — 8 ms

Isolated digital inputs

8 channels

Maximum input range

24 V, non polarity

Input High Voltage

5–24 V

Input Low Voltage

0–1.5 V

Input Resistance

2.2 kΩ @ 0.33 W

Input Isolation Voltage

5000 VRMS

Connector

37-pin D-Sub Female

Operating Temperatures

0°C to 60°C
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Pin assignment
PIN ASSIGNMENT
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Due to City Sync’s continuous effort to develop the products in response to customer needs, the above specifications are subject to change.
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